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courts may tell Mrs. Fasano that she will
never have the legal right to see the baby
she carried inside of her for nine months.
Is this justice for all?
Donna and Richard Fasano, a
white Staten Island couple, tried
desperately to conceive a child over the
course of their sixteen-year marriage.'
As a last resort, they invested thousands
of dollars for in-vitro fertilization at a
midtown Manhattan clinic. Eggs were
extracted from Mrs. Fasano, fertilized,
and then re-implanted. A month later the
couple learned that the procedure was
successful and they were expecting a
child. In a sick twist of fate, the
Fasano's happiness turned into outrage.
Three weeks into her pregnancy,
it was unclear whether the baby she was
carrying was her genetic offspring. The
clinic's doctor, Lillian Nash, revealed
that there was a strong possibility Mrs.
Fasano had been implanted with
somebody else's embryo. Dr. Nash also
revealed that the embryo probably
belonged to a black woman who had
come to the clinic the same day Mrs.
Fasano did; it was possible that a doctor
had mistakenly put the black woman's
embryos into a cathedar used to implant
the Fasano's embryos. The clinic was
unable to tell the Fasanos who the baby
belonged to. Dr. Nash recommended
terminating Mrs Fasano's pregnancy. If
this was done, Dr. Nash would not be
able to tell them until after the procedure
if the baby was indeed their biological
child or not. The Fasanos refused to
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terminate the pregnancy. Three weeks
later, a sonogram revealed two
heartbeats - evidence that Mrs. Fasano
was carrying twins. After conducting a
myriad of tests, it was revealed that one
of the twins was genetically theirs, but
the other was not. The Fasanos did not
care that one of the babies living inside
Mrs. Fasano was not her biological child.
The couple vowed to raise him as their
son. Mrs. Fasano continued her
pregnancy.
On December 29, 1998, Mrs.
Fasano gave birth to "twin" boys of
different races. Vincent, their biological
child, was delivered first. Three minutes
later baby Joseph followed. The Fasanos
took the children home and lived quietly
for three months until they were served
with court papers claiming that a couple
the Rogers were Joseph's biological
parents.
The Rogers had simultaneously
undergone the same in-vitro fertilization
procedure as the Fasanos. On April 24,
1998, both Mrs. Fasano and Mrs. Perry-
Rogers stored test tube fertilized eggs
and went into the clinic to have the
embryos implanted in their uteri.4 Mrs.
Perry-Rogers received her own fertilized
eggs and did not become pregnant.'
Mrs. Fasano, having received Mrs. Perry-
Rogers's embryos along with her own,
became pregnant with two boys.6 After
the treatment failed, Dr. Nash told the
Rogers that as a result of some
confusion, three of their embryos that
had been slated for disposal were
accidentally implanted in another
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